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MOVING WITH CHILDREN

EXPERIENCE MATTERS
Von Sydow’s experience is second to none—it’s
a company that has learned valuable lessons and
honed its unique expertise throughout five gen-
erations. Accordingly, we thought it best to share
some of our findings with our esteemed clients.

Different children may react to moving in different
ways—some may take the move negatively, crying
for days in anticipation of leaving their friends,
school, or simply a familiar environment. The real
key to making your move successful is to keep
your kids involved and talk to them frequently
about the changes to come.

We’ll go over some guidelines for how to manage
your children throughout the moving process—
before, during, and after the move—as well as how
to deal with children of varying age groups.
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BREAKING THE NEWS TO YOUR KIDS

Most children are, by nature, curious and this can
be used to your advantage when it comes to telling
them about the move—something that will lead to
exciting discovery rather than dread. It’s also very
important to recognize that your children will have
different concerns as they age.

We have included some helpful advice we’ve gathered
through the years to make this process easier for
you, including a handy checklist for both younger
and older children as you progress through each
stage of your move.
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Young children may be fearful of moving
because they associate it with getting lost
or left behind.

1. Explain Where / Why You Are Moving

Be short, to the point, and speak their lang-
uage. A quick example can be: “Daddy
got a promotion at work and we’re moving
to where his new office will be.”

2. Highlight the Benefits of Moving

Similar to the point above, it’s important to
make sure you put the move in a context
that your kids will appreciate. For example,
telling your kids you’re moving so they will
go to a better school may not be an easily
quantifiable metric. By comparison, saying
that the new schools will have much more
to look forward to—more activities, sports
programs—or closer to activities that they
already enjoy.

3. Use Maps & Photos to Show the Move

It’s helpful to show your kids both the route
you’ll take for the move, but also illustrate
and highlight the best parts about where
you’re moving.

4. Reassure Them There Won’t be a
    Dramatic Life Change After the Move

FOR YOUNGER CHILDREN

Have your children take great solace in the
familiar aspects of the new move—having
a backyard, going to school—and that
their pets or favorite toys will also go with
them.

The Emotional Impact for Young Children

Young children often thrive on routine, so
it is helpful to keep your child’s schedules,
routines, and even meals as familiar as
possible.

Positive Emotions

Thankfully, young children can be eager
to help during the move. Assign them
some tasks you know they can handle.

Negative Emotions

Young kids are often egocentric, so any
emotions you convey (especially negative)
they may think as a result of something
they did. Be mindful of your reactions
around them and provide gratuitous
reassurance.

Sharing and reading children’s books
about moving is also a great way to
prepare kids for what’s to come.
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Young children may be fearful of moving
because they associate it with getting lost
or left behind.

1. Tell them about the move ASAP

Not telling them about the move right away
may be easily misconstrued as betrayal. By
telling them early, it will give them time to 
plan (and grieve) the move away from their
friends.

2. Do some homework to “sell” your new
    community to your teen

Whether it’s getting their own bedroom or
a basketball court in their backyard, be able
to highlight a few of the benefits your teen
can enjoy after the move. The more your
new neighborhood can seemingly provide
for your teen, the better.

3. Be straightforward about the move

You can be wholeheartedly honest with your
teens about why the move is happening—
whether it’s a good or bad reason. In either
case, be prepared to have an honest chat
devoid of “because I said so” responses.

4. Share a realistic timetable with your
    teen

It’s important for your kids to know where

FOR TEENS & PRE-TEENS

you’re at in the moving process and how
your teen can help. Make sure they also
understand that his or her opinions are
always welcomed, even if you can’t always
act on them.

The Emotional Impact for Older Children

Moving tends to be the toughest on pre-
teens and teens. At this age, your child is
putting much more stake in long-term (or
even romantic) relationships and a move
can put a significant damper on this devel-
opment.

Positive Emotions

Teens can be a huge help—from planning
and packing, to helping with siblings or
gathering information. They appreciate
responsibility and the gratefulness that
results from their contributions.

Negative Emotions

Your teen may try to talk you out of the
move or want to stay back with a relative
or friend. It may be something to consider
if they are a senior in high school and you
are moving in the middle of the year.

Discuss how they will be able to keep in
touch with their friends and make new
ones. Kids this age need to know they
are heard, understood, and respected,
especially throughout the move.
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PRE-MOVE CHECKLIST

Make a list of all the questions you have
about moving What do you want to know about
the brand new you’ll be moving?
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Make an address book Who are your best
friends that you want to stay in touch with after the
move? Make a list of their phone numbers, address,
and e-mail addresses.

Say your goodbyes Who do you want to say
goodbye to before you leave? Neighbors? Your
babysitter? List all of  them you’d like to see in
person and which you can call or e-mail instead.

Make a last visit to your favorite places
Think of your favorite places (like the park, library,
or candy shop) that you want to visit one more
time. If it’s a long list, choose your top three. Show
this list to your parents and see when you’ll be
able to go before the move.

Plan your new bedroom Draw how you’d like
to design your cool, new bedroom. Think about the
colors you want, the decorations, and where to put
your bed and toys.

Keep a journal Write your feelings, your worries,
and your expectations about the move in a moving
journal. Add entries throughout the weeks before
your move. You can attach photos of friends and
memories in your current neighborhood and leave
room to add new memories after you’re settled in
to your new house. 

Ask questions You’re probably wondering a
lot about your new home (i.e. how big is my new
bedroom?) Make a list you can give your parents
about your new house. If they’re still amidst the
house hunting process, turn your question list into
a wishlist!

Make plans for your new room Break out
the drawing tools to sketch out your brand new
space—furniture placement, wall color, overall
theme, etc. Designing a new room is one of the
best parts about moving!

Research your new community Find some
information about your new town online—local
attractions, sports teams, activities you can join, job
opportunities, stores, and more. The more you know
ahead of time, the sooner you can go explore.

Research your new school While you’re on
the web, take a look at your new school’s website.
Check out some of the things your new school can
do for you and what teams, clubs, activities, and
courses you’d like to explore once you arrive.

Update your address book You’re moving,
but nowadays, it’s easier than ever to stay in touch
with your current friends. Take advantage of all
the tech available to you to ensure you all don’t
lose touch—social media, phone, e-mail, etc.

Say your goodbyes How do you want to say
your goodbyes? Perhaps a going-away party?
Talk to your best friends about how you can cap
off your time in your current home and any keep
sakes you may want to make and give to your
friends. Be sure to talk to your parents if  you’re
considering a going-away party.

FOR TEENS & PRE-TEENSFOR YOUNGER CHILDREN
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KEEP THE SANITY ON MOVING DAY

On moving day, it’s important to help your children
feel like an integral part of the moving process. As
we mentioned before, assigning your kids their own 
checklist of moving tasks is a great start to keep them
focused (and happy) while contributing their fair share.

Saying goodbye to favorite people or places—and your
old home—is important for young children. For toddlers,
it may be necessary to help them understand that their
same friends and neighbors will not be near your new
home. For older kids, having an open dialogue for what
their goodbye plans may be is a good idea and allow
them ample time to say goodbye to their friends.

In regard to packing, procrastination is often the enemy,
but can actually be helpful in regard to boxing up your
toddler’s items. It may be tough for them to see their
belongings being packed away, but reassure them it is
all going to the new house and allow them to help
where possible.
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MOVING DAY CHECKLIST

Clean up time! Moving is the best time to get rid
of things you don’t want anymore and it makes room
for new toys at your new house! Gather your toys
and put them in three piles:
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Ask ‘what else’? Your parents love any extra
help on moving day. Ask them what else you
can do after you’re done sorting your stuff.

Make art on your boxes Design your own
seal or draw something creative on your moving
boxes to mark your belongings. Be creative!

Plan a ‘camping trip’ as your first night
in the new house Your first night at home is
special. Pack all of your favorite items—pajamas,
blanket or stuffed animal, book, and more into
your backpack and set up camp in your new room!
Use your imagination!

Pretend you’re going on a trip Pack all of
the items you normally take on an airplane or car
to keep you entertained on the way to your new
house—books, video games, iPad, or crayons and
paper.

Help out during the move Now is a great time
to exhibit maturity and that you can handle some
responsibilities. Help out by playing caretaker and
comfort to your younger siblings, assist in packing,
find out helpful information about your new town,
or volunteer your own ideas out loud to your family.

Ask ‘what else’? This is something you and
your younger siblings can do together. Compile
a checkl ist  of  things your parents need help
with and check them off as you’re finished. The
more you can add onto your list and complete,
the prouder you should be of yourself!

Mark your stuff as ’yours’ Make sure that
you take the time to mark your stuff  as “yours”
after everything is packed away. It ’ll make it so
much easier to find your belongings once you get
into your new house.

Be strategic while you pack It ’s helpful to
first pack stuff that you can do without the longest.
What can you part with only for a short while? Pack
these items last and specially mark them so you
know what to unbox first.

Pack a ‘first night’ backpack It ‘s tough to
unpack everything once you set foot in your new
house, so it ’s smart to put your must-haves in a
backpack so they’re easily accessible. Take your
toothbrush, a change of clothes, shoes, electronic
devices, laptops and whatever else you can think
of (and fit in your bag).

Pack a ‘survival guide’ Similar to your back
pack essentials, put together a ‘survival guide’ to
help keep you entertained during the move. If you
need some inspiration, think about what you would
normally bring on an airplane or road trip.

FOR TEENS & PRE-TEENSFOR YOUNGER CHILDREN

1. Keepers: Things you want to take with to
your new home.

2. Throw Out: This is for your broken toys or
games with broken pieces.

3. Giveaway: Toys you don’t want, but want
to give away to other kids, or the needy.
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TIME TO SETTLE IN

Now that all the boxes have made their way into your
new home, you’re ready to begin the last step in the
moving process—making your house into a home.

This is likely the most exciting part of the process for
you and your children, allowing you the opportunity to
explore and discover more about both your home and 
your new neighborhood. Equally so, the adjustment
can be lengthy and stressful for other kids. It’s a good
idea to stay attuned to their moods, not only for the
sake of a harmonious home, but also to ensure that the
move doesn’t further affect their sleep / eating patterns
or also infiltrate their school performance or interaction
with peers.

Overall, it’s a delicate balance between cementing ties
with your old life and forging a clear path to establish
your new one. We’ve included ten helpful tips to make
this shift as manageable and stress-free as possible for
you and your family.
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MOVING DAY CHECKLIST

Bid a positive farewell to your old home
and community. Strangely enough, a successful
adjustment into your new home begins before you
even leave your old one. Doing so will give you and
your family a much-needed sense of closure. Here
are a few quick ideas:
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Farewell Party: A few weeks before you move, it’d
be a good idea to host an informal get together
amongst friends and neighbors. If your kids insist
on a going-away party, hosting a combined event
like this can be a nice compromise.

A Few of Our Favorite Places: Make it a point to
visit your favorite destinations—restaurants, movie
theaters, parks, and other special places one last
time.

An Empty House Tour: Once everything is packed
away, take a room-by-room walk with your children.
Make a point to recall your favorite memories—the
birthday parties, the funny stories, the first time you
brought your child back from the hospital.

Not only will this bring your family closer, but it can
serve as a teaching tool to your kids about what
really makes a house a home—the combination of
your cherished belongings and the people behind
them.

1.

Plan a welcoming ritual at your new home.
One thing that helps with initial adjustment is to
do something that will unify your family. Weather
depending, plant a tree or bush outside together
and watch it grow through the years. Take a photo
so you can see the difference for generations to
come.

2.

Make note of everyone’s ‘must haves’ and
stow them to be easily accessible. These
can be your child’s security blanket, coffee pot,
suitcases, or accessory chargers—anything that
would otherwise cause crankiness or frustration
if they can’t be found.

3.

Re-establish regular family routines. Familiar
rituals like mealtimes and bedtimes should be 
cemented as soon as possible. Although this is
the most valuable for younger children, doing so
for older children sends a message that old rules
and rituals apply no matter the location.

4.

Be sure to priorize your unpacking. It may
be tempting to tackle the unpacking process as fast
as possible, but take your time and plan carefully.
Make setting up your childrens’ bedrooms a high
priority followed by common areas like the kitchen,
bathrooms, family room, etc. Once everything is in
it’s right place, you can add the finishing touches.

5.

Allow your children some freedom while
setting up their rooms. We may sound like a
broken record, but their room is a huge source of
expression. At the very least, let them have some
input as to where the bed goes. If you’re planning
to buy some new pieces, take them with and see
what they’d like to buy.

6.

Help your kids feel comfortable in their
new room. This goes hand in hand with allowing
them some freedom, but also involves maintain-
ing a sense of familiarity with their old room. By
highlighting the great new things about their new
room and some of the pitfalls from their old one,
they’ll be able to feel comfortable more quickly
and sleep easier at night.

7.

Explore the new neighborhood. While a new
adventure is exciting, this is just as much about safety
and comfort—you want your kids to know where they
can and cannot go as quickly as possible, as well as
where to seek help wherever necessary.

8.

Help your family pets settle in. Your kids will
feel much more at ease when they see your pets are
comfortable. Cats adjust more quickly when they’re
confined to one room—they’ll venture outward when
they’re ready. Dogs should be kept on a leash until
they get to know the neighborhood.

9.

Make new friends, but keep the old. Plan an
active role in helping your kids make new friends,
but equally, make sure they still talk to their old
ones. Facilitate some peer to peer interactions
through co-workers with kids, find activities your
kids can join, and take the initiative to introduce 
yourself to neighbors.

10.
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SINCE

1888
TOP-TIER INDUSTRY TRAINING

127 YEARS OF TRUST-BUILDING EXPERIENCE 

EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER SERVICE

ALL NEW!

CHECK OUT THE ALL-NEW VONSYDOW.COM

- FREE HELPFUL MOVING GUIDES

- SCHEDULE IN-HOME EXPERT ESTIMATES 

- 24/7 FREE VIRTUAL ESTIMATES

Call us today at 847-934-7100
or visit www.vonsydow.com

Our 127+ years of experience
have not only molded us into
the definitive moving company
in the Greater Chicagoland
area, but also led us to an
important understanding—
moving is about more than
jus t  an  address  change—
it’s a life change.

Accordingly,  we  provide the
highest  qual i ty  re locat ion
services long before the first
truck arrives and after your final
box is unpacked, al lowing
you to focus on what’s most
important—your family and
your new surroundings.

WHEN IT COMES TO MOVING
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MATTERS


